
 

 

 

Year 13: Our curriculum intent is:   
 
The Science department aims to promote scientific literacy to foster student’s natural curiosity of the world around them and their place within it. This will support and 
enable them to make informed choices and develop key employability skills as they prepare to take their place in society. We aim to improve scientific skills such as using 
advanced apparatus and techniques and generate curiosity in science and the world around our students by looking at how and why the Universe works in the way that it 
does. Our course allows students to be able to make informed choices through considering the evidence available to them through the generation of energy through 
harnessing nuclear power and how this can be broadened into a wider number of fields looking at risk vs benefit. The wonder of the Universe is explored in depth through 
the Astrophysics option unit looking at what really goes on inside a star. 
 

Term Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Topic  Capacitors, Magnetic 
Fields, Further Mechanics 

Magnetic Fields, 
Further Mechanics 

Thermal Physics, 
Nuclear Physics 

Nuclear Physics, Option 
Unit (Astrophysics) 

Exam Preparation Exam Preparation 

Subject Specific 
Skills 

Fields and their consequences. Circular motion 
and simple harmonic motion. 

Characteristics and 
properties of stable 
and unstable nuclei 
and their link to 
nuclear energy. 
Internal Energy, ideal 
gases and molecular 
theory. 

Characteristics and 
properties of stable and 
unstable nuclei and their 
link to nuclear energy. 
Fundamental physics 
principles applied to the 
study and interpretation 
of the Universe. 

  
. 

Links  AQA | AS and A-level | Physics | Specification at a glance 

Transferable Skills 
 

Analysis, unit conversions, numerical analysis, use and manipulation of equations, describing and explaining complex phenomena, problem solving, 
measurement, team work, developing and using concrete and abstract models, use of precision apparatus, research skills..ation of structures using 
concrete and abstract models 

Post 16 and beyond:  
Students will develop a critical approach to scientific evidence and methods, acquire and apply skills, knowledge and understanding of working scientifically and its 
essential role in society and acquire scientific skills, knowledge and understanding necessary for progression to further scientific learning.  Physicists explore the 
fundamental nature of almost everything we know of. They probe the furthest reaches of the earth to study the smallest pieces of matter. Studying A-level Physics offers 
an infinite number of amazing career opportunities. You can, just as previous students have done, move into engineering, architecture, astrophysics, medicine, chemical 
physics, accounting, nanotechnology, renewable energy and more including using the transferable skills to move into business and related fields, the opportunities are 
endless, including physics. For example we have had a recent student go on to study Aeronautical and Aerospace Engineering at Leeds University. 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/physics-7407-7408/specification-at-a-glance

